
Fifth and Seventh Grade 
Haiku Poetry

The fifth and seventh grades worked together on creating  

“Haiku,” a Japanese form of poetry. Their poems were inspired  

by the poetry of Matsuo Basho (1644-1694). Basho’s poems  

were inspired by his observations of nature in which he often  

creates a scene in which he captures one moment in time.  



Lucia Bayona

“ First, I wanted to write about the night and winter, but then  

I wanted to write about something that was happening now, so  

I wrote about school, but it was also not good enough, so then  

finally I wrote about sunshine. How I made it was first I thought 

of sentences that had 5 syllables, which luckily was the first one 

and for the rest the same thing.”

Searching for sunshine
The birds whistle on the tree 
So today begins   



Maja Bitrovic 

“ I was thinking about something about nature. Then, I started 

thinking about a book I read and I just got the idea.”

Whisper in my ear
Then fly far away 
Tell mother nature  



Valentina Brannon

“ What inspired me to write this haiku is that I love nature and the 

forest. Also, I wanted to make a relaxing sight.”

“ This was hard but I managed to do it. I like writing the haiku 

because it was relaxing.” 

I sit in the woods 
Look! A bunny stares at me
Then it hops away



Demetra Chudley 

“ Haikus are usually about nature, but there isn’t a lot of nature  

in New York. Then I thought that the city could be another  

type of nature, and it would be interesting to write haikus about  

New York. It was interesting to work with the 5th grade because 

my class had very different ideas than theirs, and those ideas  

mixing produced amazing results.”

Light fill city streets
Car alarms announce a thief
New York never sleeps

Metal towers shine
giants clawing at the clouds
reaching to the sky

Cold air rushes past
tearing up the city streets
cars race down the road



Catalina Cornicioiu 

A shine in the sky
Against the cold dark night
Children wish on it 



Leonidas Depountis 

The ocean is still
The whale jumps high in the air
Splash! The wave quiets 



Isabella Fichera  

“ My inspiration is that I am moving to Florida. Florida has  

beaches and turtles, so I wrote about the fish, the hot Florida sun, 

and the turtle.”

There is a Turtle
Tried to help his friend Big fish
Big fish did not hear  



Griffin Hrazanek   

“ I wrote about a global issue that concerns me, so I wrote a haiku 

about global warming.” 

“ I wrote about flying fish because I saw a goose in preK and the 

goose had a fish in his mouth.”

In the deep ocean 
silvery shapes soar in air
A magical sight 



Aryan Jadhav    

“ I made this haiku because goldfish used to be my favorite animal 

as a kid.” 

Fish are cool creatures 
they swim very gracefully
gold scales gleam at night 



Avery Rose Karvounis    

“ I wrote about singing out in nature but drew the city. My  

inspiration was the fact that my Bat Mitzvah includes me singing 

and I enjoy the moon and the city skyline.” 

I'll sing in the wind, 
With the moon as my spotlight
With no audience. 



Lambros Kledaras      

“ My inspiration for this poem is my love for poetry, especially 

dark poetry. I loved writing haiku even before Ms. Fazzone and 

the seventh grade taught my class and I how to write them.” 

Ninety nine years old
Resting in my green garden
I see the bright light

My eyes are closing
I see nothing but gray mist
The dark mist clears up

I see an old man
He welcomes me back to his home
He smiles back at me

 



Alexander Kousoulas       

“ My idea for a haiku was the crashing waves. Every time I go  

to the beach, I see the waves chasing each other. The color of  

the water and how it changes when you go deeper is always  

mesmerizing and I love it. I also like when you throw a rock  

in the ocean, it causes a ripple effect. The same thing happens 

when you stand in the water.” 

Arches of water
quickly running at me,
waves fall at my feet. 



Theodore Maniatis        

“ My inspiration is from history. Currently we’re learning about  

the World Wars. When I was writing I was reminded about  

soldiers and decided to compare them to the intimidating  

New York City.” 

The towers loom over
Lined up like chilling soldiers,
The city rumbles 



Iliana Mihas         

“ When we were writing haikus this year, I realized that nature is 

everything and extremely important. It was fun writing haikus 

because I got the chance to actually know what nature is and  

put it together in a poem. This experience has taught me to take 

aspects of life and incorporate them in poems.” 

The GPS of the Sky

Stars sparkle above
They are unique and distant
The North Star guides us 



Viktoria-Elena Papakalodoukas          

“ At first it was hard because I didn’t know what I was doing but 

then it got easier and easier.” 

The rain is falling
trees are dancing in the breeze
a wave is coming 



Apostolia “Olia” Pritchard           

“ I was inspired to write and draw this mountain from a mountain 

trail in upstate, New York. Especially on a cloudy day, the vista  

is so beautiful. You don’t think there is anything apart from  

the trees. It is extremely quiet and peaceful that you can feel  

a connection with nature.” 

“ It was very nice to work with the 5th grade. They had very  

interesting ideas, and it was fun to help them count out their  

haikus.” 

On the Silent Mountains

Atop the zenith
Above the gray drapes of sky
All is quiet. Peace. 



Odysseus Pyrovolakis            

“ My inspiration for my poem is the beauty of Alaska.  

The aurora appears there and it is a stunning sight. I have  

always wanted to see the aurora.”  

Wonder of the skies
The amazing aurora
Dances through the night

The vibrant colors
The beautiful blues and greens
They dance through the night



Stella Pyrovolakis            

“ Well, I was trying to do something dark, but Ms. Fazzone did 

not let me. I figured that if I made it sound kind of poetic, she 

might approve. I didn’t think she would like Hungry Shark, but 

she did!”  

Splashing in the night
A shark emerges mouth full
with an evil grin.



Eleni Smith             

“ When I thought of writing a haiku, I thought of nature since that 

is what they are usually about. I chose to write about the clouds 

because I haven’t seen any haikus about them before. While we 

were writing our haikus, we worked with the 5th grade for theirs. 

I think that it was very fun to work with them since they had 

different ideas than us and we could work together.”  

The clouds frame the sky
They swirl through the pitch black night
Carried by the wind



Lily Smith             

“ The whole process of writing haikus is mind numbing.  

Thankfully dragons make it better. Haikus really help  

channel energy.”  

Dragons soaring high
dark against the late night sky
flames arise and burn

Mystic beats of night
black scales glinting in the dark
smoke and flames rising

A blue dragon soars
though the oceans dark blue depths
endlessly searching



John Taurus             

“ I wrote about flying fish because whenever I go on cruises, I wake 

up in the morning, I look out the window and see flying fish.”  

Giant blobfish
jumps right out of the water
and falls back quick



Natalie Taurus             

“ I wrote about the sun rising and butterflies in Cape Cod.  

In Cape Cod, when the sun rises all the birds and butterflies 

come out. The sun rises really early in Cape Cod and if you wake 

up early enough you can see all the beautiful butterflies and 

birds.”  

Butterflies floating
Through the color rings of dawn
To the rising sun



With special thanks and love to Juliana Fazzone  

for involving our children in so many  

wonderful experiences.  


